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Abstract: This article introduces a wall-climbing robot that uses the reverse thrust of the propeller as
the adsorption force. The robot is symmetrically distributed in structure and the adsorption force is
symmetrically distributed before and after so that it can adapt to the surface of a variety of different
media materials and achieve stable adsorption and movement of a variety of wall surfaces. The
robot mainly uses the reverse thrust of the aircraft propeller as the adsorption force to achieve wall
adsorption. The robot relies on four wheels to move forward. The forward power mainly comes from
the combined action of the propeller reverse thrust component and the front wheel driving force.
During the movement of the robot, the steering is realized by the front wheel differential control.
In this paper, we design the structure of a dual-propeller dynamic adsorption wall mobile robot,
plan the movement process of the robot from the ground to the wall, analyze the stable adsorption
conditions of the robot wall, and carry out the robot’s motion performance and adaptability test
under different ground/wall environments to verify that the robot is stable and feasible.

Keywords: wall-climbing robot; propeller; adhesion system; wheel

1. Introduction

In the last few years, there has been a growing interest in climbing robots for several
civilian and industrial fields. These robots can replace humans in some tasks, such as bridge
pier inspection, glass exterior wall cleaning, anti-terrorism investigation, ship welding
cleaning, and fire dangerous goods testing [1].

According to the adsorption method, the robot can be divided into vacuum negative
pressure, magnetic adsorption, bionic, and reverse thrust. According to the movement
mode, it can be divided into wheel, crawler, foot, and wheel-foot compound movement.
Vacuum negative pressure robots [2–4] are mostly used on walls with relatively smooth
walls and are widely used for cleaning glass walls, but the adsorption surface is prone to
gas leakage, and the wall surface has high requirements for flatness and almost no obstacle
crossing ability. Magnetic adsorption wall mobile robots [5–9] are mostly used for the
inspection of the inner and outer surfaces of large metal utensils. They are only suitable
for the walls of magnetically conductive materials, which have poor wall adaptability.
Bionic wall mobile robots are based on the use of bionics to make adhesive materials
and attach them to the wall contact structure to adhere to the robot [10–14]; biomimetic
nature animal foot characteristics for paste or hook [15–19]. This adhesive material is not
self-cleaning, the driving control is complicated with fuzzy hook. In recent years, many
scholars and research institutions have carried out a lot of research on anti-thrust wall
adsorption robots [20–23]. Alkalla Mohamed G and others have successively developed
EJBot I and EJBot II [24,25], which can be applied to a variety of vertical wall robots. Shin,
Jae-Uk and others used a multi-axis rotorcraft to turn around 90◦ and attach it to the wall
after taking off from the ground [26–28]. During the attaching movement, the robot body
control is more complicated.
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This article uses dual propellers as the reverse thrust power unit, and the front
wheel differential steering power unit. Design and plan the robot movement from the
ground to the wall, analyze the stable adsorption conditions of the robot wall, and carry
out the robot’s motion performance and adaptability test under different ground/wall
environments. According to the reverse thrust of the propeller, the robot makes the robot
move forward, backward, and cling to the ground/wall surface stably. The robot is not
affected by the contact medium, the shape of the contact surface, whether the contact
surface is smooth, and the unevenness of convexity and concave. The robot has a simple
structure and control, easy operation, and excellent motion stability.

2. Robot Design
2.1. Robot Structure Design

The robot is composed of a front and rear platform frame, a front wheel drive system,
a rear wheel driven system, two rotor power drive unit, a hinge connection unit, a control
module, and a communication module. The overall model of the robot is shown in Figure 1.
The rotor power is driven by the paddles installed on the brushless motor, and the brushless
motor is installed on the connected fixed frame. The angle of the rotor is adjusted by the
steering gear, and the rotor is fixed on the front and back moving platform, respectively.
They are what provide the necessary thrust to hold and maneuver ascension while it’s on
the wall and while it’s on the ground. This project uses two 10 inch propellers because they
are smaller and lighter while still providing sufficient thrust. This size propeller also allows
for smaller rotating mounts, which ultimately results in a small chassis. The brushless
motors are 1200 KV and they provide sufficient torque to operate the paddle. In order to
avoid the influence of aerodynamic disturbance on the paddle, the front paddle rotates
clockwise and the rear paddle rotates counterclockwise. Both the front and rear paddles
produce reverse thrust to make the robot stick to the wall. The front wheels are driven
by a DC (Direct Current) drive motor to move forward, backwards, and turn. The front
wheel changes direction under the action of the differential speed of the DC drive motor,
the front wheel platform frame drives the rotating hinge to steer and the overall mobile
platform steering. In order to increase the friction with the contact surface, soft rubber tires
are installed on the surface of the wheel body.
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In order to control the overall weight of the robot, the body of the robot mostly uses
3D printed parts, and the platform frame is made of a composite of carbon fiber and
honeycomb material. The structure parameters of the robot body are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Robot structure parameters.

Name Parameter Values Unit

Body size L ×W × H 600 × 400 × 200 mm
Body total weight 2.5 Kg

Brushless DC motor output power
(max) 400 W

Brushless DC Motor 1200 KV
Micro servo TD-8120MG

Micro servo torque 22.8 Kg·cm
Battery voltage (4S) 14.8 V
Battery voltage (2S) 7.4 V
Diameter × pitch 254 × 114 mm

Propeller lift (max) 25 N
Adsorbability power (max) 35.3 N

2.2. Robot Motion Design Planning

The propeller reverse thrust robot uses the brushless motor to generate the reverse
thrust to make the robot obtain the force of adsorption on the wall. By adjusting the
change of the tilt angle of the front and rear rotors, the robot produces different motion
effects. The robot movement process mainly includes ground/wall moving and turning,
ground climbing to the wall, wall-to-wall, and wall-to-ground motion modes. During the
movement of the ground/wall, the front drive system of the robot mobile platform drives
the mobile platform and the driven system to move forward, backward, and turn.

The robot motion plan is shown in Figure 2. Figure 2a is a schematic diagram of the
robot’s turning, which is turned by the front wheel drive motor differential speed. Figure 2b
is an example of the robot moving from the ground to the vertical wall. In general, change
the tilt angle of the front and rear rotors to adjust the robot’s movement posture, and then
the moving process of the mobile robot. When the robot approaches the wall from the
ground, the front rotor power mechanism rotates 180◦ to generate an upward pulling force
perpendicular to the robot’s forward direction. The front wheel mechanism can be raised,
and under the action of the forward thrust of the rear rotor, the robot transitions from the
ground to the wall. When the rear wheel is attached to the wall, the front propeller changes
its angle, and the lift is transformed into the thrust of the suction wall. Under the combined
action of the front and rear propellers, the robot sticks and moves on the wall.
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In order to plan the robot motion process, it is usually necessary to obtain the robot
motion state, which must be sensed and planned by some sensors attached to the robot itself.

2.3. Propeller Power Test

In order to get the actual reverse thrust of the rotor power system, it is necessary to test
the rotor power. The rotor reverse thrust is generated by the controller to control the PWM
(pulse width modulation), and the electronic governor adjusts the motor speed according
to the pulse width, and the paddles are installed on the motor output shaft to directly
generate the reverse thrust. Ignoring the resistance and lateral moment of the propeller, a
single power unit produces mainly reverse thrust F and torque Q. Both reverse thrust and
torque are proportional to the square of the speed [29].

F = ρACFR2ω2 = kω2

Q = ρACQR2ω2 = dω2

where: CF, CQ are the pull coefficient and torque coefficient of the rotor; ρ is the air density;
A = πR2 is the area of the propeller; ρ, A, CF, CQ, R are the lift coefficients; k is all fixed
values; d is the torque numbers.

It can be seen from the above formula that the reverse thrust of the rotor is proportional
to the square of the motor speed, and the square of the speed is proportional to the current.
Therefore, it is estimated that the propeller output reverse thrust is also proportional to the
controller output current. Rotor reverse thrust test experimental device, including battery,
digital display tensile tester, brushless motor, paddle, electronic governor, receiver, remote
control, etc., as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Experimental device for reverse thrust test of propeller motor.

Figure 4 shows the propeller motor reverse thrust test curve. Both curves are the
reverse thrust curve obtained by the reverse installation of the 10 inches paddle. The purple
data curve is the data measured under the condition that the paddle is mounted backwards,
and the motor rotates clockwise. The blue data curve is the measured data curve when
the paddle is reversely installed, and the motor rotates counterclockwise. It can be clearly
seen from the figure that the reverse thrust increases with the increase of the current value.
When the current value is 50 A, the reverse thrust is the largest 25 N. Changing the PWM
value again makes it impossible to adjust the motor speed, and the power output of the
power system reaches its peak value.
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2.4. Force Analysis of the Robot Movement Process

The reverse thrust wall-climbing robot is in an uphill state, which is an action posture
that the robot must experience during its movement. That is, when the robot is traveling,
the front wheel is lifted under the combined action of the rotor flip and the rear wheel
reverse thrust. The state attached to the slope, the force of the robot in this state is shown
in Figure 5.
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According to the Newton-Euler equation and the equilibrium condition for the system
of particles [30], we can get: {

∑ Fe
i + ∑ Fgi = 0

∑ mj(Fe
i ) + ∑ mj(Fgi) = 0

Among them:
Fe

i —i point external force;
Fgi—i point inertial force;
∑ mj(Fe

i )—the moment of the mass i point relative to the j axis;
∑ mj(Fgi)—the moment of inertia of the i particle relative to the j axis;
As shown in the figure above, the coordinate system XO1Y is established, the origin

of the coordinates is the center point of the driving wheel O1, the horizontal line is the X
axis, and the normal line of the horizontal line passing through the origin is the Y axis. The
establishment of the uphill dynamic model of the reverse thrust wall-climbing robot can be
obtained:

F1 sin α1 + F2 sin(α2 + β)− Ff 1 − Ff 2 cos β− FN2 sin β− Fτ sin γ− Fn cos γ = 0
FN1 + FN2 cos β− F1 cos α1 − Ff 2 sin β− F2 cos(α2 + β)−mg + Fτ cos γ− Fn sin γ = 0
FN2L + Fτ LC − F2L sin(α2 + β− γ)− Ff 2L sin(β− γ)−mgLC cos γ = 0
−Fτ(L− LC)− FN1L cos γ− Ff 1L sin γ−M + F1L cos(α2 − γ) + mg(L− LC)cosγ = 0

From this structure, it can be seen that the rotor generates reverse thrust to act on the
front and rear platform frames of the robot, so that it can be stably adsorbed on the wall.
The normal force of the reverse thrust causes friction between the front and rear wheels and
the wall, tangentially forces overcome gravity and move up the wall. The robot’s gravity
moves downward vertically. The force analysis diagram of the robot adsorbed on the wall
is shown in Figure 6.
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FNi is the normal force acting on the wheel i respectively, Ff i is the frictional force
acting between the i wheel and the contact wall, F2 and F1 are the reverse thrust generated
by the front and rear rotors, the direction of the force is perpendicular to the blade mounting
fixing plate. α2 and α1 are the tilt angle of front and rear rotors, that is, the elevation angle
of the rotor and the robot; R is the wheel radius; d is the distance from the support frame to
the axis of the blade along the Z axis; Ld is the distance from the axis of the wheel to the
axis of the blade along the X axis; Lc is the distance from the axis of the rear wheel to the
particle of the robot body along the X axis; L is the distance between the front and rear
wheels; W is the distance between the left and right wheels; e is the distance between the
right turn and the center of mass along the Z axis.

From the structural characteristics of the robot, it can be concluded that the instability
of the robot is mainly caused by the slip of the contact wheel and the side of the robot on
the wall. The condition that the robot does not produce slippage, the upward force of the
robot should be greater than the downward force along the slope. According to the force
balance condition, when the robot hovering stably on the wall, we can get:

FN1 + FN2 + FN3 + FN4 = F1 cos α1 + F2 cos α2

Ff 1 + Ff 2 + Ff 3 + Ff 4 + F1 sin α1 + F2 sin α2 = mg

−(Ff 1 + Ff 3)(w− e) + (Ff 2 + Ff 4)e− F1(
√
(Lc − Ld)

2 + d2 cos(arctan( d
Lc−Ld

) + α1))

+F2(
√
(L− Lc − Ld)

2 + d2 cos(arccos
√

(L−Lc−Ld)
2+d2+(L−Lc)

2−(Ld
2+d2)

2
√

(L−Lc−Ld)
2+d2(L−Lc)

−arccos
√

(Ld
2+d2)+(L−Lc)

2−(L−Lc−Ld)
2

2
√

Ld
2+d2(L−Lc)

)) = 0

− (FN1 + FN2)(w− e) + (FN3 + FN4)e = 0

−(FN1 + FN2)(L− Lc)− F1(
√
(Lc − Ld)

2 + d2 cos(arctan( d
Lc−Ld

) + α1))+

F2(
√
(L− Lc − Ld)

2 + d2 cos(arccos
√

(L−Lc−Ld)
2+d2+(L−Lc)

2−(Ld
2+d2)

2
√

(L−Lc−Ld)
2+d2(L−Lc)

−arccos
√

(Ld
2+d2)+(L−Lc)

2−(L−Lc−Ld)
2

2
√

Ld
2+d2(L−Lc)

)) + (FN3 + FN4)Lc = 0

The model is statistically indeterminate problem thus, the force displacement method
for compatibility is used with considering the chassis is as a rigid body, thus, the last
equation is as follows:

FN1

kw1
− FN2

kw2
− FN3

kw3
+

FN4

kw4
= 0

where, Kwi is the stiffness of wheel i. The frictional force Ff i should always be less than the
normal force FNi multiplied by the static coefficient of friction µs as follows:

Ff i ≤ µsFNi (i = 1, · · · , 4)

The relation between the wheels torques and the frictional forces as follows:

M = Ff i · R (i = 1, · · · , 4)

2.5. Robot Electrical System Design

STM32 6-way Arduino is selected as the underlying embedded controller, and the
internal measurement unit is IMU (Inertial Measurement Unit). It uses a combination
of angular velocity meter and gyroscope sensor to construct a system detection unit to
determine the angle and angular velocity of the robot. An Intertia Measurement Unit, which
is a combination of accelerometer and gyro sensor, is used to construct the observer system
in order to determine the robot angle and angular velocity. Two 60A BLDC ESC is used as a
brushless motor driver, which can drive each brushless motor up to 60 A continuous driving
current. Two servo motors are used to control the change of the inclination angle of the rotor,
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two quadcopter motors are used, they need more power to operate. This means a bigger
battery is needed. For testing times and run times of around five minutes operating the
motors at full speed as well as powering the processor, IMU, and servos, a 4 cell 4000 mAh
battery is used. The transmitter/receiver pair is used for long range control of the vehicle. It
operates using a 2.4 GHz frequency, which can allow for ranges up to 20 m of control. The
receiver outputs a PWM signal to the on-board processor, which then determines the user’s
desired direction of travel. The electronics system is shown in Figure 7.
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3. Experiment
3.1. Traction Measurement Experiment

In order to obtain the maximum traction force of the robot under different tilt angles
of the rotor, the horizontal tension value of the mobile platform of the robot in different
gears and different rotor tilt angles is measured with a spring tension meter (considering
safety and laboratory site restrictions, the maximum gear of the robot is only open during
actual measurement to 6 gears, 10 gears are designed), as shown in Figure 8, the robot
traction force measurement under different rotor tilt angles.
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In order to improve the measurement accuracy, the measurement data of the change
of the inclination angle under different gears are shown in Figure 9a, and the measurement
data of the change of the gear under different inclination angles are shown in Figure 9b.
Figure 9 shows that as the gear increases, the reverse thrust continues to increase. When
the rotor tilt angle is 60◦, the robot obtains the maximum traction.
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3.2. Small Slope Measurement Experiment

In order to verify the feasibility of robot motion and whether it can be stably adsorbed
on the wall, the following experiments are specially designed for verification. As the
robot moves from the ground to the wall at a small angle, the robot moves directly to the
inclined surface at the initial speed of the ground. When the inclination angle of the bottom
plate increases to a certain extent, the robot touches the bottom plate from the ground.
The impact force can easily cause damage to the robot structure, so the small-angle slope
ground-to-wall motion test is designed to 45◦. As shown in Figure 10, describe the robot’s
movement from the ground to 20◦, 25◦and 45◦ slopes. When the robot moves from the
ground to a slope with a certain inclination angle, when the robot moves from the ground
to a small slope, the rotor tilt angle is relatively large. You can climb it when you are young.
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As the angle of the inclined plane increases, a larger rotor inclination angle and blade
rotation speed are required.
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3.3. Vertical Wall Measurement Experiment

In order to measure that the robot can be stably attached to the vertical wall, the robot
is hoisted on the vertical wall. To prevent the robot from rushing out of the wall, a certain
length of soft rope is installed under the robot so that the robot can move within a certain
range of the wall. The robot wall surface stable adsorption movement process is shown
in Figure 11a–h. (a) Initial state; (b) Movement start; (c) Rotor tilt angle adjustment; (d)
Rotor tilt angle adjusted to 60◦, the upper end rope starts to relax; (e) The upper end rope
is completely loose; (f) The robot starts to move upwards; (g) The bottom limit rope is
straightened, and the robot can be completely adsorbed on the wall; (h) The speed of the
blade is reduced, and the robot falls.
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During the test movement, the upper and lower traction ropes in Figure 11d–f are in
an unstressed state, the maximum rotor speed of the robot is 7 gears, and the robot can
stably adsorb on the vertical wall. The smooth progress of the experiment lays a good
foundation for carrying out ground to wall compliant control of the robot in the later stage.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, a dual-propeller wall-climbing robot that can stably adsorb on a variety
of different walls is designed. By analyzing the robot’s movement from the ground to the
wall and the robot’s stable adsorption conditions on the wall, a dual-propeller-type wall
mobile robot is produced. The robot climbing experiment under a small slope and the 90◦

slope stable adsorption experiment verified the feasibility of the robot moving stably on
the vertical wall.

Future work should aim to optimize the robot structure model, manufacture a front-
wheel drive with a rotatable prototype for the front and rear wheel fixed brackets, carry
out experimental research on the robot’s forward, backward, and turn tests in a real terrain
environment, and add ranging and gyroscope sensors to sense the robot’s position and
posture. By adjusting and correcting the robot posture, further steps can be taken to obtain
the appropriate robot motion state and lay the theoretical and experimental accumulation
for realizing the smooth transition from the ground to the wall of the robot.
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